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NHibernate in ActionManning Publications, 2008
In the classic style of Manning's "In Action" series, NHibernate in Action shows  .NET developers how to use the NHibernate Object/Relational Mapping tool.  This book is a translation from Java to .NET, as well as an expansion, of  Manning's bestselling Hibernate in Action. All traces of Java have been carefully  replaced by their .NET...
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Database Programming with JDBC and JavaO'Reilly, 2000

	Java and databases make a powerful combination. Getting the two sides to work together, however, takes some effort--largely because Java deals in objects while most databases do not.

	

	This book describes the standard Java interfaces that make portable object-oriented access to relational databases possible and offers a robust...
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PostGIS in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	Whether you're canvassing a congressional district, managing a sales region, mapping city bus schedules, or analyzing local cancer rates, thinking spatially opens up limitless possibilities for database users. PostGIS, a freely available open-source spatial database extender, can help you answer questions that you could not answer using...
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Database Systems: A Practical Approach to Design, Implementation, and Management (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1998

	The history of database research over the past 30 years is one of exceptional
	productivity that has led to the database system becoming arguably the most impor
	tant development in the field of software engineering- The database is now the
	underlying framework of the information system, and has fundamentally changed
	the way many...
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Database Management SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 2000
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS is designed for use in a course in databases. This book is distinctive in its emphasis on the practical side of databases. This means that it has unique coverage of database design, uses SQL throughout the book to demonstrate different concepts, and has an emphasis on query evaluation and optimization. In this revision...
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Network Security Through Data Analysis: Building Situational AwarenessO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Traditional intrusion detection and logfile analysis are no longer enough to protect today’s complex networks. In this practical guide, security researcher Michael Collins shows you several techniques and tools for collecting and analyzing network traffic datasets. You’ll understand how your network is used, and what...
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Database Access with Visual Basic® .NET, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Database Access with Visual Basic .NET continues  to use techniques developed by Jeffrey McManus that provide solutions to  problems faced by developers every day. Since data access is the most used  feature in corporate development, it is important for developers to understand  the most effective and efficient way...
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Hibernate: A J2EE™ Developer's GuideAddison Wesley, 2004
Build fast, high-performance Java database applications with Hibernate.
Hibernate makes it far easier to build robust, high-performance database applications with Java. Now there's a practical, hands-on guide to using Hibernate's flexible, fast object/relational persistence and query services. Will Iverson covers every facet of...
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IBM WebSphere eXtreme Scale 6Packt Publishing, 2009
A data grid is a means of combining computing resources. Data grids provide a way to distribute object storage and add capacity on demand in the form of CPU, memory, and network resources from additional servers. All three resource types play an important role in how fast data can be processed, and how much data can be processed at once. WebSphere...
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Working with Microsoft Dynamics(TM) CRM 3.0Microsoft Press, 2006
Get a practical, hands-on introduction to the fundamentals of adapting Microsoft CRM 3.0 to meet your specific business needs. With topics that include developing new functionality, designing implementations, and integrating Microsoft CRM with other business applications—including Microsoft Office OutlookÐ’® and Microsoft...
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DB2 Information Integrator And Websphere Portal Server: A Synergistic Solution (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
Portals provide users with a single point of access to multiple types of information and applications through a Web interface. IBM WebSphere Portal for Multiplatforms is one of the industries’ most comprehensive portal offerings. It contains a wide range of portal technologies that help you develop and maintain B2C, B2B, and B2E portals....
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SQL: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Gain the working knowledge of SQL and relational databases essential for
today's information systems professionals. Relational databases built on the
SQL database language are the foundation for modern enterprise data
processing and are also a force behind many of today's important technology
trends.

SQL: The Complete...
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